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ABSTRACT

Purepecha Aspirated Consonants and Their Phonetic Variants

Lluvia Camacho Cervantes

Advisor: Dr. Juliette Blevins

This study describes phonetic realizations of aspirated phonemes in Purepecha [pua] from
Azajo. The distribution of aspiration in Purepecha is limited to roots, a small number of spatial
suffixes, one argument structure changing suffix, and clitics. Aspiration is never contrastive for
inflexional suffixes, which occur in word final position. There are three basic allophones of
aspirated segments: (i) post-aspirated; (ii) unaspirated, (iii) pre-aspirated, with pre-aspiration
showing 4 distinct phonetic forms, depending on dialect, and phonetic context. Strengthening of
pre-aspiration has been documented in the Lake and Sierra dialects as well as vowel
lengthening in the Lake dialect. In Azajo Purepecha there are no documented variants of preaspiration.
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Abbreviations Used
ACT active

SG singular

ANTPASS antipassive

1 first person

APPL applicative

2 second person

CAUS causative

3 third person

COND conditional

= clitic attachment

DUR durative

? uncertain gloss or translation

FORM formative
HAB habitual
IMPF imperfect
IND indicative
INTRG interrogative
IRR irrealis
LOC locative
NEG negation
NMLZR nominalizer
PART participle
PFV perfective
PL plural
PRED predicative
PASS passive
PST past
REFL reflexive
PRS present
RSLT resultative
SUBJ subjunctive
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Introduction

Purepecha [pua] (also known as Tarascan, Purembe, and P’orhepecha) is a language isolate
spoken in the state of Michoacan, Mexico by approximately 40,000 people with an additional
unknown number of speakers in the United States. There are roughly 48 Purepecha towns
located in at least five different regions: The Sierra, The Plateau, The Gorge of The Eleven
Towns, The Lake Area, and the Swamp of Zacapu. The Sierra is the largest of the regions but it
is not the most studied variety; most of the linguistic studies of Purepecha describe the Lake
variety. The Swamp of Zacapu is the smallest of the regions with only two towns where the
language is spoken: Zipiajo and Azajo. My maternal grandparents lived in Comanja, a town
adjacent to Azajo where Purepecha is no longer spoken. I collected documentation on Purepecha
with the help of the Endangered Language Alliance and with the support from The Endangered
Language Initiative of the Graduate Center, CUNY. The recordings I have used to study
Purepecha are from Azajo.
It is assumed that the level of intelligibility among town varieties is high. Towns
maintain relationships with each other by hosting open parties inviting other towns to participate
in events like sports games, dancing, religious rituals, cooking rituals, etc. Each town represents
a different situation with respect to endangerment; some communities use Purepecha at an
institutional level, while other communities have completely lost the language. The Mexican
National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Informatics estimates that 87% of Purepecha
speakers are bilingual in Spanish (INEGI 2010), and an increasing percentage of younger
Purepechas are unable to speak the language of their parents. In Azajo young parents are still
speaking Purepecha to their kids.
Most Purepecha towns are connected to roads but they are not always easy to access.
There are still paths used by people in the area to go from town to town. Due to crime, there have
been attempts by Purepecha people to keep the police and other federal and state institutions
outside of the Purepecha region. Trees are being cut down, and there is such violence in the state
of Michoacan that in January 2018 the U.S. Department of State issued an advisory not to travel
to Michoacan due to crime.
1

This work is about the phonology of Purepecha. Purepecha has two series of oral stops,
usually classified as aspirated vs. unaspirated. As in many languages, aspirated phonemes
contrast with their unaspirated counterparts with respect to voice onset time or VOT; aspirated
phonemes are produced with longer VOTs than unaspirated ones. In terms of articulation they
are believed to differ in the openness of the glottis, which is in a spread position to produce
aspirated stops but not to produce unaspirated stops. In distribution they differ in that an
aspirated segment is never in the last syllable of the word while unaspirated segments occur in
word final syllables. Aspiration is never contrastive for inflexional suffixes that occur in word
final position.
Stress can fall on the first or second syllable of a root. Since roots are initial, it is always
one of the first two syllables of the word that has the main (primary) stress. In unstressed final
syllables, vowels are devoiced. And all words are vowel final.
Aspirated consonants are post-aspirated in the first syllable of a root, and the syllable
may be stressed as in (1 c, e) or unstressed as in 1 (a, b). Aspirated consonants have different
phonetic realizations word-medially where they may receive secondary stress (1 e-h).
1
a.

/kʰatá/

[kʰatá]

‘twenty, bundle’ (root)

b.

/kʰaɽá/

[kʰaɽá]

‘scam’ (root)

c.

/tʰámu/

[tʰámu̥ ]

‘four’

d.

/taɽé/

[taɽé]

‘plow’ (root)

e.

/pʰíkʰukwa/

[pʰíhkukwa]

‘needle’

f.

/katʃútʃʰani/

[katʃúhtʃani̥ ] ∼ [katʃústʃani̥ ]

‘to cut off one’s braid’

g.

/tsïkʰuni/

[tsɨhkuni̥ ] ∼ [tsɨ:kuni̥ ]

‘to drop from one's hand’

h.

/úntʰani/

[úntani̥ ]

‘to prepare’

i.

/awánta/

[awánda]

‘sky’

The research questions of this study are: 1) what are the phonetic realizations of aspirated
phonemes in the Purepecha spoken in Azajo? And 2) what is the distribution of aspiration in
2

Purepecha? Post-aspiration is limited to the first syllable of a word and primary stressed
syllables. Aspirated phonemes are realized as pre-aspirated and unaspirated allophones wordmedially. Where aspiration is contrastive for roots and stems, and some non-final suffixes, it is
never contrastive for inflexional suffixes, which occur in word final position. Inflexional
morphemes are typically unaspirated.

1

Grammatical Outline

The data for this study has been collected by myself in the town of Azajo, Michoacán during
2010 and 2011. The descriptive generalizations about the local environments of aspirated
segments are the result of the analysis of elicitation in addition to recordings of naturalistic
speech in the form of story-telling and the study of the existing literature. Such elicitation and
recordings are available in the archives of the Endangered Language Alliance.
Purepecha is an agglutinative language which is almost exclusively suffixal. All words in
Purepecha end in vowels. Friedrich documents thirteen positions of the verbal word or phrase:
root + reduplication of root + first adverbial + spatial + first voice + second voice + second
adverbial + aspect + tense + person + number + enclitic (1975: 21). Foster (1969) describes the
constituents of the verbal phrase as complex morpheme sequences consisting of a stem, one or
more thematic suffixes, plus one or more inflectional suffixes. The order of these positions is
fixed. Roots are monosyllabic, disyllabic and trisyllabic. Trisyllabic roots have been mentioned
in the literature however, they have not been documented. I have only collected mono- and
disyllabic roots. Purepecha has derivational and inflectional morphology allowing a root to
function as nominal or verbal.
The following is a template of the set of morphemes I have found in each position of a
verbal word or phrase.
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Table 1 Verbal Word or Phrase Composition

Root

á
eat

First Argument
Structure
Changer

Spatial

Second
Argument
Structure
Changer

-ɽa
APPL

-tsʰï
top

-kuɽi
REFL

-ŋa
PASS

-kʰu
hand/
branch

-ta
ACT

-ʃï
RSLT

Tense

Aspect

Mood

Subject/
Object
Clitics

-ha
PRES

-ʃa
DUR

-ki
INTRG

=ni
1.SG
=rini
1.SG.OBJ

-ku
APPL.SG
-kuɽa
APPL.PL

-ua
FUT
-a
FUT
-pirin
COND1

-ʃi
HAB

-ki
IRR/
NEG

=re
2.SG
=kini
2.SG.OBJ

-tʰa
side

-ra
-ta
CAUS

-pi
-an
PST

-h
-s
PFV

-ka
SUBJ

=kutʃʰe
1.PL
=tsʰïni
1.PL.OBJ

-tʃʰu
down
/bottom

-pʰe
ANTPASS

-ti
3.IND
-ka
1.IND
2.IND

=tsʰï
2.PL
=kʃïni
2.PL.OBJ

-ni
INF

=kʃï
3.PL
=kʃïni

ó
cover
ú
make
Monosyllabic
taɽé
plow
mató
involved/
entangled
Disyllabic
Trisyllabic

ŋaɽi
face

1

Conditional functions as future tense in Purepecha.

4

3.PL.OBJ

2 (a), an example from the Lake from Vázquez-Rojas (2012), shows a multiple object
construction with one spatial morpheme in between first and second adverbial morphemes.
2
a.

wekatʃʰakwa kiɽaɽatsʰïkuɽahti mesaɽu
wekatʃʰakwa
kiɽa
-ɽa
-tsʰï -kuɽa
-h
-ti
mesa -ɽu
necklace
CL.round
APPL top APPL.PL -PFV
-3.IND table LOC
necklace
round object
Eng Context: The necklace is broken and the beads are on the table. ‘The necklace is lying on the table’

Purepecha has an unknown number of derivational suffixes, below you can find some
examples. Table 2 below shows some derived nouns.
Table 2 Some Derived Nouns

STEM

DERIVATION

piré
sing

-kwa

NOMINALIZER

song

pámpsï
?

-ta

ABSTRACT NOMINALIZER

óntu
covered
feet

-ku

NOMINALIZER

piré
sing

-ri

PARTICIPLE

singer

pámpsï
?

-kata

PARTICIPLE

beloved

beloved
shoe

There is also a nominal case marking system shown in Table 3.
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Table 3 Case System

Case

Suffix

Example

Objective

-ni

/kakátsani iamentu kʰamukwetʃani/ ‘break
all of your pots’

Genitive

-eri

/kʷʰiripueri/ ‘of the person’

Locative

-ɽu

/itsïɽu/ ‘in the water’

-hinkóni

/itsïhinkóni/ ‘with water’

-mpo

/itsïhimpo/ ‘with water’

Comitative
Instrumental

1.1 Phonology
1.1.1 Phonological Inventory
Purepecha has 6 vowels and 23 consonants (including glides). The phonological consonantal
inventory of Purepecha appears in Table 4. The two series of aspirated and unaspirated oral
stops/affricates are produced at four different points of articulation: labial, alveolar, palatal, and
velar.
Table 4 Contrastive Consonant Inventory

Stop

Labial

Alveolar

p

t

Post-alveolar

Velar

Glottal

k
kʷ

Aspirated Stop

pʰ

tʰ

kʰ
kʷʰ

6

Affricate

ts

tʃ

Aspirated Affricate

tsʰ

tʃʰ

Fricative

s

ʃ

Rhotic

r

ɽ

Lateral

l

Nasal

m

Glide

w

n

h

ŋ
j

Table 5 shows the vocalic inventory.

Table 5 Vowels

Front

Central

Back

High

i

ï [ɨ]

u

Mid

e

low

o

a

This phonological inventory was first documented by Foster (1969) and Friedrich (1975),
based on the Lake variety, which has been the variety most described by linguists. In my work
on Azajo, I have identified the same vowel and consonant inventory, even though this town is in
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a different dialect region. However, not all dialects share the same phonological inventory.
Agustín-Diego (2016) presents a phonology of Purepecha as spoken in San Luis Tsuren, a town
located in the Sierra. Agustín-Diego is a native speaker of Purepecha and reports the existence of
nasal aspirated phonemes: /mʰ/ and /nʰ/ for this dialect. Aspirated nasals only appear in time and
place adverbs and so far they have only been documented in San Luis Tsuren. While in the Lake
and in the Swamp the adverbs are /hiní/ ‘there’ (far) and /himíni/ ‘there’ close, in San Luis
Tsuren due to a process of elision of the vowel in the first syllable the adverbs are now /nʰi/
‘there’ (far) and /mʰíni/ ‘there’ (close) (Agustín-Diego 2016: 81).

1.1.2 Syllable
Only vowels are syllabic. The possible syllable configurations of the language appear in table 6.
The first line of each example is divided by syllables and the second line by morphemes.
Table 6 Syllable Types

Syllable Type

V

VC

Purepecha Word

e.wá.ni
ewá
-ni
take away -INF
‘to take away’
áʃ.pi.ti
aʃ
-pi -ti
taste -? -PARTPL
‘tasty’
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CV

kó.ki
kóki
‘toad’
sé.sa.ʃï
sési
-a
-ʃï
great -PRED -RSLT
‘beautiful’

CCV

hwá.ta
hwata
‘mountain’

CVV

ha.ɽoá.ta.ni
haɽoá -ta
-ni
help -ACT -INF
‘to help’

CVC

hís.ka.ni
his -ka
-ni
hide -FORM -INF
‘to hide’

CVCC

huks.ka.ni
huks -ka -ni
sow -? -INF
‘to sow’

Words can not begin with nasal-stop clusters, but nasal-stop clusters are found
morpheme-initially, and typically appear word-medially between vowels. The syllabification of
VNCV can not be determined at present. Because NC clusters do not appear word-initially, one
might be tempted to syllabify these as VN.CV. However, all words in Purepecha end in vowels,
so there may be some pressure for speakers to syllabify these as V.NCV. I have been unable to
uncover evidence bearing on this issue and leave it unresolved.
In Purepecha only CV syllables are reduplicated, as far as I can tell. /kákáni/ ‘to
break’, /híhíranta/ ‘to sob’, and /ʃáʃáni/ ‘to chew’, are examples of reduplicates from Friedrich
(1975: 229). To hear two primary stressed syllables in a row in the same word is rare. However,
9

Friedrich (1975: 229-230) also documents reduplicates of nominal roots like /náná/
‘grandmother’ and /tátá/ ‘father, mister, senior person, etc.’, and notes that primary stress falls
invariably on the durative /-ʃá/ before /-m/ or /-p/ (there is no gloss available for /-m/ or /-p/), on
the subjunctive /–ká/, and interrogative /-kí/ while secondary stress falls on the verbal endings /–
tì/, and /–kà/. He provides one phonemic transcription of a verbal phrase with two primary
stressed syllables in a row, he uses this example to show nasal assimilation: /tʃanáʃámeentì/
[tʃanáʃámeendì] ‘he was about to play’, where the root for ‘play’ is /tʃaná/, the second syllable is
the durative /-ʃá/, there is no gloss available for /-meen/ and /-ti/ is the indicative suffix for third
person singular subjects.
Reduplication is a process which may help to identify syllabification patterns by
comparing the characteristics of the reduplicated syllable to its base counterpart. I have not found
reduplicated forms where the consonant is aspirated. Foster (1965: 51) documented one instance
of a reduplicated aspirated stop, /kʰutinikutinitsɨni/ [kʰutinkutintsɨni] ‘to go along stooping
down’.

1.1.3 Stress
Primary stress in Purepecha can fall on the first or second syllable of the root. Roots can be
monosyllabic, di- and trisyllabic. Friedrich (1975) described six types of stress in Purepecha:
primary, secondary, normal, reduced, zero, and emphatic (Friedrich, 1975). A Purepecha word is
a sequence of an average of 3 to 5 morphemes. Table 7 describes types of stress as described by
Friedrich (1975), there is no example documented of reduced stress.
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Table 7 Stress

Type of Stress

Primary stress

Purepecha Word

[ómikwa ]
/ómikwa/
o
-mi
-kwa
cover -water -NMLZR
‘island’

Secondary stress [eʃéʃakàni̥ ]
/eʃéʃakàni/
eʃé
-ʃa
see
-DUR
‘I am looking’

Description

Primary stress is lexical. It is found in the
last syllable of the root, marking its
boundary. This means primary stress can
fall on the first syllable of a word if the root
is monosyllabic, or on the second syllable
of a word if the root is bi-syllabic.

Secondary stress is not found in roots, it is
found on verbal endings.
-kà
=ni
- 1.IND =1.SG

Normal stress

[tirékwa]
/tirékwa/
tiré
-kwa
eat
-NOM
‘food’

Normal stress is used to describe normal
voicing of vowels and a lack of increase or
decrease in intensity and pitch.

Zero stress

[pákuni̥ ]
/pákuni/
pá
-ku
-APPL
take
‘to carry it’

Zero stress refers to final vowel devoicing
as in ‘to carry it’.
-ni
-INF

There is also devoicing ‘fire’ where the first
vowel of the word is devoiced followed by
a primary stressed syllable.

[tʃu̥ píri]
/tʃupíri/
tʃupí -ri
fire -PARTPL
‘fire’

Reduced stress

“Stress and length are reduced in the
penultimate syllable of a word (which is
connected with the devoicing of the final
vowel).” Friedrich (1975: 221)

11

Preservation of phonological contrast is one of the features of stress in Purepecha. In
previous literature stress has been described as a root boundary marker (Chamoreau, 2010), and
as a root differentiator (Friedrich, 1975). Primary stress is lexical, falling on either the first or
second syllable or elsewhere in the case of longer roots (1975: 219). Friedrich does not provide
any example of a trisyllabic group, he mentions that they are a small minority. Primary stress
usually marks the end boundary of the root, however there is an unknown number of minimal
pairs of roots differentiated by placement of primary stress. The 16 pairs of roots in 3 were
documented by Friedrich (1975).
3

a.

tʃáŋa–

‘arise rapidly’

tʃaŋá–

‘stiff, rigid’

b.

tʃʰáta–

‘start a fire’

tʃʰatá–

‘hit with fist’

c.

háŋa–

‘grasp, comprehend’

haŋá–

‘respect’

d.

hápu–

‘nixtamal’

hapú–

‘completely white’

e.

kára–

‘fly’

kará–

‘write

f.

káta–

‘toss up, fly above’

katá–

‘tongue’

g.

kúmpu–

‘spruce-fir’

kumpú–

‘bubble’

h.

kúpu–

kupú–

‘protrude, stick out’

i.

mátsi–

‘defend oneself’

matsí–

‘twist, rotary twisting’

j.

nítsi–

‘sink down into’

nitsí–

‘go on foot’

k.

páɽi–

‘large bush’

paɽí–

‘cross over’

l.

pítsi–

‘touch, reach the ground’

pitsí–

‘to smooth, be smooth’

m.

ʃúku–

‘afterbirth’

ʃukú–

‘to dress’

n.

tsíri–

‘maize’

tsirí–

‘to form a circle’

o.

wáɽi–

‘woman’

waɽí–

‘die, death’

p.

úɽi –

‘nose’

uɽí–

‘to be salty’

‘gnat’

12

Apart from these exceptions in the first column of (3), the last syllable of a root is always
carrying primary stress in Purepecha. Roots longer than disyllabic have been mentioned in the
literature but there are no examples documented.
Agustin-Diego (2016) describes secondary stress as having a rhythmic role in the word,
with a lesser prominence than primary stress; secondary stress is placed after primary stress at
regular intervals creating a rhythmic pattern. While sequences of two adjacent primary stressed
syllables were documented by Friedrich (1975: 230) for the Lake dialect, the description of stress
of Agustin-Diego (2016) for the Sierra dialect is different; there have not been found two
stressed adjacent syllables or two or more adjacent syllables without a secondary accent except if
it is the end of the word in the Sierra variant (Agustin-Diego, 2016: 65).

Unstressed Syllables
The quality of vowel varies along a continuum of stronger and weaker forms, where the amount
of reduction is related to the degree of stress placed on the vowel. In Purepecha, vowels in
unstressed syllables can undergo two kinds of weakening processes: vowel reduction and vowel
devoicing. Vowel reduction happens at the beginning or in the middle of the word. The first
syllable of a disyllabic root is not always devoiced. When devoicing does happen as in 4 d)
[tpákwa] and e) [tʃkʰári̥ ], consonant clusters in the beginning of the word can surface. There is
the question of why some vowels in the first syllable of a word are devoiced before a primary
stressed syllable while other syllables in the same position maintain normal stress. It may be a
style choice for speakers to pronounce the vowel or not.
Examples 4 b), c), and d) are examples of final vowels which receive secondary stress and are
not devoiced. 4 a) and e) are examples of phonetically voiceless final vowels which continue to
be produced and perceived by speakers. When suffixes -kí (interrogative suffix) and -ká (1 and 2
indicative) appear at the end of a word, they are not devoiced. Friedrich (1975) notes that
primary stress falls invariably on the durative /-ʃá/ before /-m/ or /-p/, on the subjunctive /–ká/,
and interrogative /-kí/ while secondary stress falls on the verbal endings /–tì/, and /–kà/.
4
a.

/pákuni/
13

[pákuni̥ ]
pá
-ku
-APPL
take
‘to carry it’
b.

c.

-ni
-INF

/naníri anápueskì/
[nanír anápueskì]
aná
naní =ri
where =2SG hail.from
‘Where are you from?’
/tʃanáʃámeentì
[tʃanáʃámeendì]
tʃaná
-ʃá
play
-DUR
‘he was about to play’

d.

/tepákwà/
[tpákwà]
tepá -kwa
valley -NOM
‘valley’

e.

/tʃukʰári/
[tʃkʰári̥ ]
tʃukʰá
firewood
‘firewood’

-pu -e
-? -PRED

-meen
?

-s
-PFCTV

-kí
-INT

-tì
-3.IND

-ri
-PART

In summary, the last syllable of a root is stressed and the root is the first constituent of a
Purepecha word. In the middle of the word there is secondary stress. The penultimate syllable is
reduced. The last syllable of a word is devoiced. This shift from stressed to reduced or devoiced
is the rhythm of Purepecha.

2

Previous Linguistics Studies

Purepecha aspirated phonemes were first documented in the earliest known grammar of the
language, Arte de la lengua de Mechuacan (Gilberti, 1559). Gilberti perceives post-aspirated
sounds and describes his impression in the Notices section, where he accounts for orthographic
and pronunciation rules of aspirated phonemes: Otras pronunciaciones ay pectorales a las cuales
menester es fingir aspiración allende de la t (1558:65). This grammar contains valuable
14

information. The first part is about case assignment to nouns and adjectives, and verbal phrase
inflection. Verb inflection paradigms do not account for roots and suffixes and often include
adverbs to match Purepecha verbal phrases with pluperfect and preterite meanings which are not
part of the inflectional morphology of Purepecha. The second part is about nouns, pronouns,
verbs, adverbs, participles, prepositions, conjunctions and interjections. The third part contains
more orthography and pronunciation notes as well as a list of morphemes.
The first modern linguistic grammar of Purepecha (Foster, 1969), overviews the
phonology, morphology, and syntax of the language and provides a phonological inventory of
Purepecha with voiceless aspirated and voiceless unaspirated stops and affricates. Friedrich
(1971) describes aspirated affricate and stop phonemes as having a tense feature, following
Jakobson, Fant, and Halle (1952). And Zerbe (2013) finds that VOT significantly distinguishes
the phoneme pairs: aspirated consonants have longer VOT than their unaspirated counterparts,
with velar stops having the longest VOT and bilabials the shortest.
Agustin-Diego (2016) presents the most recent phonology of the language, and it is the
only comprehensive description of the variant spoken in The Sierra, the most geographically
inaccessible region. She complements the description of stress and phonological processes
described by Friedrich (1975).
As an endangered linguistic isolate spoken in the Mesoamerican area, Purepecha deserves
to be documented further.

3

Feature Based Description of Aspirated Segments

Distinctive features generally correspond to a specific articulatory or acoustic property of a
sound (Hume-O’Haire and Winters, 2006). Distinctive features have been invoked in phonology
for their utility in defining natural classes of sounds that are phonologically active in many
unrelated languages. Natural classes are classes of sounds that pattern together, both within and
across languages, and in related and unrelated languages; they can share acoustic, perceptual,
and/or articulatory features.
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Friedrich (1971), following Jakobson, Fant, and Halle (1952), describes aspirated
segments in Purepecha phonology using the feature tense, a feature opposed to lenis to
differentiate consonants, and to lax, to differentiate vowels. Aspirated stops and affricates have
been described (Friedrich, 1975) as tense consonants produced with relatively greater tension
and occlusion of the glottal, oral, and lingual muscles accompanied by aspiration when in initial
position (Friedrich, 1975). Under Friedrich’s analysis, tension also marks the glottal fricative /h/.
The distribution of /h/ is limited to onset positions followed by a vowel, /-hT/ consonant clusters
can occur when the perfective morpheme /-h/ is followed by a mood marker.
Aspirated segments have also been defined with the laryngeal distinctive feature [spread
glottis]. Spread glottal opening is a laryngeal configuration that is associated with aspiration.
Aspirated stops are produced with the vocal folds drawn apart producing a non-periodic noise
component in the acoustic signal in coordination with oral occlusion. Spread glottis refers to this
consonantal gesture performed with the vocal folds in a spread position simultaneous with oral
occlusion (Blevins and Garret, 1993). The natural class of sounds defined by [spread glottis]
feature in Purepecha would include the aspirated series and the glottal fricative /h/. /h/ occurs
before vowels, and w, as in /hámani/ “to go, wander,” /hósku/ “star,” /hwáta/ “mountain”.
Zerbe (2013) discusses the fact that tense/lenis is a distinction defined by articulatory
force which may not be visible in spectrogram and proposes VOT as the phonetic feature
distinguishing the two series of stops in Purepecha rather than the tense/lenis distinction. Using
spectrograms Zerbe finds that tense consonants have longer VOT than their lenis counterparts,
affricates longer VOT than stops and for place of articulation, velar stops longer VOT than
alveolar stops. The selected part of the following oscillogram and spectrogram shows the
segment [kʰ] in onset position of a primary stressed syllable.
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Image 1 Velar Aspirated Stop

The selected part of the following oscillogram and spectrogram shows the aspiration of the
segment [tsʰ] in onset position of a primary stressed syllable.

Image 2 Alveolar Aspirated Affricate
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The selected part of the following oscillogram and spectrogram shows the segment [tʰ] in onset
position of a primary stressed syllable.

Image 3 Aspirated Alveolar Affricate

4

Aspiration in Prosodic Contexts

In Purepecha, post aspiration is found to be produced in the first stressed or unstressed syllable
of a word, and in the second stressed syllable of a word. Aspirated segments are post-aspirated in
syllables with primary stress, as in 5 (a, c, e) and contrast here with their unaspirated
counterparts (5 a-f). Post-aspiration is also found unstressed word-initially as in 5 (g, h).
5
a.

/pʰákuni/

[pʰákuni̥ ]

‘to touch it’

b.

/pákuni/

[pákuni̥ ]

‘to carry it’

c.

/tʰámu̥ /

[tʰámu]

‘four’

d.

/támu/

[támu̥ ]

‘apart’

e.

/tʃʰátani/

[tʃʰátani̥ ]

f.

/tʃátani/

[tʃátani̥ ]

‘to nail’

g.

/kʰatá/

[kʰatá]

h.

/kʰaɽá/

[kʰaɽá]

‘to crush’

‘bundle, twenty’ (root)
‘scam’ (root)
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4.1

Phonetic Variants of Aspirated Segments

Realizations of aspirated segments in unstressed positions are predictable depending on their
segmental context. For example, when an aspirated segment is produced in non-stressed
positions, and not in the first syllable of the root, its articulatory gestures are coordinated in a
way that causes the h-like noise of the aspiration to precede the stop, this is pre-aspiration.
Aspirated segments may also emerge as unaspirated after nasals. The following table shows
allophones of aspirated stops in Purepecha.
Table 8 Allophones of Aspirated Stops

Allophones of Aspirated Stops
Post-aspirated word
initially or if primary
stressed
/kʰatá/ [kʰatá]
‘twenty, bundle’ (root)

Unaspirated after
nasals
/úntʰani/ [úntani̥ ]
ú
-n -tʰa -ni
make -? -side -INF

/kʰó/ [kʰó]
‘yes’

Pre-aspirated if not primary stressed

/tsákwʰanta atápʰeni/ [tsahkwanta atahpeni̥ ]
tsákwʰanta
ata
-pʰe
-ni
resin
spread -ANTPASS INF
to spread resin

Pre-aspiration has been found to vary with:
h∼s
before coronals

h∼x
before
stops

h ∼ V:
before
velars

Tzintzuntzan
(Lake dialect)
1961 - 1965

San Luis
Tsuren
(Sierra
dialect)
2016

Tzintzuntzan
(Lake dialect)
1961 - 1965

There are three basic allophones of aspirated segments: (i) post-aspirated; (ii)
unaspirated; (iii) pre-aspirated, with pre-aspiration showing 4 distinct phonetic forms, depending
on dialect, and phonetic context.
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4.1.1 Unaspirated Variants
When aspirated segments are pronounced in connected speech, their realizations vary depending
on segmental context (coarticulation) and may vary across dialects. Aspirated segments are
unaspirated after nasals (6 a, c). However, the contrast with non-aspirated consonants is still
present, given that the latter become voiced in the same context (6 b, d).
6
a.

c.

/kómpʰini/
[kómpini̥ ]
‘to help’

b. /katámpa/
[katámba]
‘tongue’

/úntʰani/
[úntani̥ ]
‘to prepare’

d. /kupánta/
[kupánda]
‘avocado’

Aspirated segments have been described as unaspirated after nasals in the Lake (Foster
1969), and the Sierra (Agustin-Diego 2016). The same unaspiration after nasals is found in
Azajo. Unaspiration after nasals is exceptionless as a phonological rule, independent of stress. I
did not find an example of a nasal directly followed by a primary stressed aspirated stop. The
following is an example (7) of a nasal followed by a devoiced /i/ then followed by a primary
stressed aspirated stop. Nasals before stops appear at morpheme boundaries but not in the middle
of a bi-syllabic root. The portion highlighted in the oscillogram and in Image 4 below is the /tʰ/
of /tʰu. /tʰ/ appears after a nasal environment still with some post-aspiration with a VOT of
63ms. The VOT of [tʰ] shown in Image 3 in onset position of a primary stressed syllable is
72ms.
7
a.

/hutʃa wekasïnkani iski tsïni tʰu halutaka/
[hutʃa wekásïnkàni̥ iskì tsïni̥ tʰu halutaka]
That is why we want you to help us
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Image 4 Unaspiration

4.1.2 Pre-aspirated Variants
8
a.

/atápʰeni/ [atáhpeni̥ ]

‘to kill’

b.

/arákʰuni/ [aráhkuni̥ ]

‘to cut oneself on the hand’

c.

/katʃútʃʰani/ [katʃúhtʃani̥ ] ∼ [katʃústʃani̥ ]

‘to cut off one’s braid’

d.

/wápʰa/ [wax.pḁ]

‘son’

Pre-aspiration in Purepecha occurs when an aspirated stop is immediately preceded by a stressed
vowel. The stressed vowel is followed by a period of breathy noise, followed by voiceless stop
closure and unaspirated release of the stop. If the stop in question is coronal, the noisy preaspiration may take on sibilant noise as well.
Pre-aspiration in Purepecha has some features of pre-aspiration in other languages. Preaspiration is a rare phonetic feature, occurring in only 4/451 languages of UPSID (Blevins,
2017). In spectrographic analysis, pre aspiration is visible as a period of aperiodic noise
distributed fairly evenly across the spectrum preceding stop closure. Pre- and post-aspirated
segments constitute different acoustic and auditory categories, post-aspirated segments are much
more acoustically salient.
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Strengthened Variants of Pre-aspiration, from [h] to [x]
Phonetic realizations of pre-aspirated segments vary across dialects. Agustín-Diego (2016)
reports strengthening of pre-aspiration in the dialect of San Luis Tsuren while in Azajo preaspiration has not yet undergone such strengthening. I have found vowel lengthening before a
non-stressed velar aspirated segments as a variant of pre-aspiration in Azajo while AgustínDiego (2016) does not report vowel lengthening in this context and Foster (1969:19) does.
Agustin-Diego (2016) is a phonologist and native speaker of the dialect of San Luis
Tsuren who reports pre-aspiration is in free variation with a velar preceding the stop, indicating a
fission where the velar segment now is the coda of the stressed syllable. She shows a
spectrogram and oscillogram of the word [wax.pḁ] ‘son’ indicating an observable velar frication
before the stop. In the town of Azajo, pre-aspiration is still persistent. The oscillogram of the
word [e.hpu̥ ] ‘head’ shows pre-aspiration in Azajo.

Image 5 Pre-aspiration

Pre-sibilant Variants Before Coronals
Pre-sibilant variants are not found in Azajo. Pre-sibilantization means going from [ht] to [st]. A
motivation for this fortition may be the weak perceptual nature of pre-aspiration. Another
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explanation could be simple anticipation of the coronal closing gesture for /t/. Pre-sibilantization
is in free variation with pre-aspiration before coronals in the Lake variety. Foster (1969)
documented strengthening of pre-aspiration in presibilant allophones; she reports that the
alveolar pre-aspirates “vary to pre-sibilantization following a voiced vowel either word medially
or with intervening non-pausal juncture” (1969:19). She provides the following examples in
9. There are no [st, sts] clusters in the language, so pre-sibilantization is a free variant of preaspiration, a variant that does not neutralize lexical distinctions.
9
/pʰátʰani/
/pʰátʃʰïtani/
/katʃútʃʰani/
/tsïkʰuni/

[pʰáhtani̥ ] ∼ [pʰástani̥ ]
[pʰáhtʃɨtani̥ ] ∼ [pʰástʃɨtani̥ ]
[katʃúhtʃani̥ ] ∼ [katʃústʃani̥ ]
[tsɨhkuni̥ ] ∼ [tsɨ:kuni̥ ]

’to touch the metate’
’to touch the table’
‘to cut off one’s braid’
‘to drop from one's hand’

Pre-sibilantization in Purepecha is in free variation with pre-aspiration only before
coronal stops; pre-sibilantization is a coarticulatory mechanism only documented by Foster
(1969). Agustín-Diego (2016) does not include pre-sibilantization in her study of the phonetic
variants of aspirated segments in San Luis Tsuren. And I have not documented it either in the
variant of Azajo.

Vowel Lengthening Variants Before Velars
Vowel lengthening is also a free variant of pre-aspiration of velar aspirated segments, as in the
former example given by Foster (1969:19): /tsïkʰuni/ → [tsɨhkuni̥ ] ∼ [tsɨ:kuni̥ ] ‘to drop from
one's hand’.
In Azajo, I have not found vowel lengthening as an allomorph of aspirated velars.
Agustín-Diego (2016) does not include vowel lengthening before aspirated velars in her
description of the variety of San Luis Tsuren.
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5

Analysis

Aspiration in Purepecha is found in roots, a small set of spatial morphemes, two subject clitics
and one antipassive suffix. There are at least six spatial suffixes with aspirated stops, which
attach to the root in second position as the first adverbial suffix and are realized as pre-aspirated
because of their position in the word and lack of primary stress. These are: -tʃʰa ‘neck,’ -tʃʰu,
‘bottom,’ -kʰu ‘hand,’ -pʰa ‘hearth-field,’ -tʰa ‘side,’ -tsʰɨ ‘head/top’. Besides roots and these
spatial morphemes I have only found aspiration in the antipassive morpheme -pʰe, as in
[hurendahpehaca] “I teach”. And the subject clitics =kutʃʰe ‘1.PL’ [ékakuhtʃe] ‘if we’ and =tsʰɨ
‘2.PL’ as in [ékahtsɨ] ‘if you (pl)’. =kutʃʰe is an old form only documented by Gilberti (1558).
Patterns like Tʰ > T and T > D pose the question of whether the shift of a feature turning
into another is the result of contrast preservation (the aspiration contrast is still maintained but
now as a voicing distinction after nasals) or if it is a natural phonetic outcome. When the VOT of
an aspirated stop is shifted it becomes unaspirated. If the VOT of an unaspirated stop is shifted, it
becomes voiced. However, the pre-/post-aspiration distinction would require [±spread glottis] as
a distinctive feature.
10
a. /úntʰani/

[úntani̥ ]

‘to prepare something’

b. /katʃútʃʰani/

[katʃúhtʃani̥ ]

‘to cut off one’s braid’

Aspirated phonemes appear in monosyllabic roots, as in (11a), or in the second syllable of
a bi-syllabic root. There are no stressed syllables with an aspirated onset preceded by a nasal,
that is, there are no VNTʰ sequences in Purepecha. Nasals before stops appear in morpheme
boundaries but not in the middle of a bi-syllabic root. In 2015 with the help of Abraham
Custodio Lucas, a 60 year old speaker from the town of Cheranastico (town in the Plateau) and a
study of the Purepecha history, we glossed the following noun phrases:
11
a.

/óntuku/
[ónduku]
o

-N

-tu

-ku
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cover
shoe
b.

c.

d.

e.

f)

-?

/sïmpa/
[sɨmba]
sï
-N
threads/weave -?
reed
/sïntari/
[sɨndari]
sï
threads/weave
loop
/sïrankwa/
[sɨraŋgwa]
sï
threads/weave
root
/sïranta/
[sɨranda]
sï
threads/weave
paper
/sïrata/
[sɨrata]
sï
threads/weave
smoke

-N
-?

-feet

-NML

-pa
-spatial

-ta
-spatial

-ri
-PART

-ra
-FORM

-N
-?

-kwa
-NMLZR

-ra
-FORM

-N
-?

-ta
-NMLZR

-ra
-FORM

-ta
-NMLZR

In these nouns, the –N may have morphemic status, though its precise function and
meaning is unclear.
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6

Conclusions

Phonetic realizations of aspirated segments vary across dialects in Purepecha. Aspirated
segments occur in syllables with primary or secondary stress across dialects. Aspirated segments
are realized as pre-aspirated in syllables which are not part of the root (and are not primary
stressed) across dialects in post-tonic position. Aspirated segments are unaspirated after nasals
across dialects. The difference is in the realizations of pre-aspiration, which has been
documented to be in free variation with pre-sibilantization before coronals and vowel
lengthening before velars (Foster) in the Lake; in the Sierra pre-aspiration is in free variation
with [xC]; I have not documented these two strengthening variations of aspiration in Azajo. In
Azajo, we find VhT or V:T, but no other variants of pre-aspiration when the vowel preceding the
aspirated stop or affricate is stressed, and the following vowel is unstressed.
The distribution of morphemes with lexical aspiration in Purepecha is shown in Table 9;
it is limited to roots, a small number of spatial suffixes, one argument structure changing suffix,
and clitics. Aspiration in spatial morphemes may serve a disambiguating function for the spatial
vs. argument structure suffixes. Aspiration is never contrastive for inflexional suffixes which
occur in word final position. Data from Azajo Purepecha is consistent with earlier studies of
Purepecha and of pre-aspiration more generally. Within the word, the phonological contrast of
aspirated vs. unaspirated segments is associated with the phonological feature [spread glottis]
and this feature is phonetically realized as post-aspiration in prominent syllables (word-initial
syllables and stressed syllables), and as pre-aspiration in non-prominent syllables when the
phonological aspirate is preceded by a stressed vowel.
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Table 9 Distribution of Morphemes with Lexical Aspiration

Root

Monoand disyllabic

First
Argument
Structure
Changer

Spatial

-tsʰï
top
-kʰu
hand/
branch
-tʰa
side
-tʃʰu down
/bottom

Second Argument
Structure
Changer

-pʰe
ANTPASS

Tense

Aspect

Mood

Subject/
Object
Clitics

=kutʃʰe
1.PL
=tsʰïni
1.PL
.=tsʰï
2.PLOBJ
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